
 

I am a visual artist who loves painting, illustrating and 
designing.  
  
After the Royal Clarence Hotel fire, the Wells House 
(next door to the Clarence Hotel) had a lot of damage 
to it’s interior walls. As pieces of damaged wood were 
taken away, a newly discovered image was unearthed 
on some of the only undamaged medieval timber 
frame, the image was initially believed to be a bird, or 
a Elizabethan man wearing a bird hat.   

I loved this story of the discovery. For me it 
symbolised the Royal Clarence Hotel’s version of the 
Phoenix bird rising from the ashes. In all the debris 
and collective sadness of what the fire had claimed, 
transformation was taking place and new discovery 
and potential was emerging.   

One child from Ide School summed this up perfectly 
when he said,  

 “So something really good happened because of 
something bad”. 
  

This premise inspired me to work in schools utilising 
fire and heat as a means of creating something 
beautiful.   Children from 4 schools across Exeter got 
the chance to use a pyrograhy pen, alongside other 
media to burn, draw and write into their own uniquely 
designed wooden buildings and shop fronts inspired 
by the architecture in St Martin’s Parish.  

Cara Roxanne 
www.cararoxanne.com

Shopfront workshops in progress with Ide Primary, Kenton Primary, Whimple Primary and Doddiscombesleigh Primary School. 
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When I got involved in the Re-boot project, I decided 
the visual stimulus that I would explore would be the 
Roman house gods and the old Exeter building 
where these ‘penates’ were found.  

The building where the Roman House Gods were 
found, was 63 High Street, a building that has been 
used by many different people over the years. 
Currently, it is the ‘Trailfinders Exeter Travel Centre.’  

James Lake  
http://jameslakesculpture.co.uk/

The workshops at St Sidwells Primary and WESC 
Specialist Centre for Visual Impairment, focused 
on the themes of the purpose of a house God 
and the shrine they were placed in, as well as the 
Roman’s belief in the house god to protect and 
look after the home and the family.  

The art form and process I chose for these 
workshops was sculpture incorporating 3D semi 
relief free-standing Roman house God Altars, 2 ft in 
height. Each student had an individually designed 
God or Goddess and an individually designed 
Roman pot. The text produced relates to a poem or 
text about the home and things that were special or 
important to them. 

Roman House God shrines created at WESC Foundation. 
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Chris Jelley 
https://exeter.poetrypin.info/ https://exeter.storywalks.info 

My works thread the strands of place, location and 
writing in new and curious ways. Sometimes these 
employ fresh new technology – such as Poetry Pin 
and Storywalks, other times just a book in a box - 
Lynmouth Pavilion - Poetry Box Project. Some works 
celebrate creative literacy - The Lost Words Trails 
with  Jackie Morris and Robert Macfarlane,  others 
just for fun - Grass Labyrinths. 

They may involve folk lore and traditional 
storytelling - Hidden Histories Secret Stories of 
Minehead, or creative writing workshops - 
Hydrophobic Poetry at Exeter library. 
And sometimes, just sometimes they manage to 
turn whole cities into playgrounds for the word! -   

My approach for this Reboot commission was to 
find the natural space between the fascinating 
medical history of Exeter, especial ly the 
Apothecaries and the need for a narrative which the 
local pupils could get their teeth into. A short story, 
geolocated through Storywalks© about a fictitious 
healing competition seemed just the ticket, where 
the local monks try to wheedle out unscrupulous 
rogue healers. The chosen ailment was a wart, as 
historic folk cures are very colourful and quite 
peculiar so the pupils could then go to town with 
their creative remedies.  

Many of the images included in the story are from 
The Welcome Collection which includes a genuine 
silk purse and dead toad from the Exeter area, this 
cured your warts by wearing the bag around your 
neck with a fresh toad inside! The silk purse would 
be worn until the toad died taking your wart to the 
grave with it. 

Both writing this story and the outlandish cures the 
pupils added has made this a truly exceptional 
project for me and in the future if ever I have trouble 
with a wart then I will seek out these cures. 

Workshops in progress with the Pelican Project and Whimple Primary School. 

https://exeter.poetrypin.info/
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Monica-Shanta 
www.monica-shanta.net
My own art practice is a collage of installations, 
performance, digital film, food, drawing….. I use 
whatever materials or processes suit an idea.  

I make my own work, and sometimes I exhibit it. And 
sometimes I curate exhibitions with other artists 
work and include my work too. I enjoy creative 
collaborations and surprise commissions. 
Over the years I have done many projects in school 
and community environments, and since I moved to 

Devon from London in 2012, these have included 
projects with DAISI . 
  
In a world where there is a planet to save, suffering 
to end, and enlightenment to attain, I am interested 
in making art work, and being involved in projects, 
that are empowering, healing and up-lifting. 
Through my work I strive to make visible the magic 
of life in what we may otherwise experience as 
mundane. 

For the Re-Boot project I was particularly interested 
in the history of numbers 41 and 42 on the High 
Street. Built in 1564, and now ‘Laura Ashley’, they 
were both Apothecaries and then Chemists for most 
of the 300 years between 1660 and 1974. 
Forerunners of our more scientific pharmacists and 
doctors, Apothecaries tried many creative means to 
heal dis-eases of every kind, by both medicinal, 
magical and spiritual means.  

Inspired by medieval illuminated manuscripts, in my 
Re-Boot workshops with St Luke’s Science and 
Sports College, Clyst St Mary Primary School, The 
Pelican Project, and the Atkinson Home, we created 

the 3 volumes of the ‘Apothecarists Recipe Book’. All 
the participants imagined possible Apothecarists 
healing recipes for ailments that may have been 
suffered by the residents of Exeter. The fantastical 
recipe book pages were created wi th a 
combination of painting, drawing and collage. Each 
recipe is further illustrated by digital animations 
created in the workshops. 

I also ran drop-in workshops at Exeter Cathedral, St 
Nicholas’s Priory, and with the 10th Exeter Brownies, 
creating Take-Away Healing Amulets. Participants 
created little boxes for wishing scrolls containing 
their own magical and healing wishes.  

Workshops in progress with St Luke’s Science and Sports College, Clyst St Mary Primary School and the Pelican Project. 

http://www.daisi.org.uk/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://www.monica-shanta.net
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Wishing Scroll Amulet Workshops at St Nicholas’s Priory, Exeter Cathedral and with the 10th Exeter Brownies. 



For the Re-boot project, I ran a series of printmaking 
and animation workshops at Redhills Primary, Stoke 
Canon Primary, Exeter College and Exeter Library. 

Each workshop started with talking about the fire at 
the Royal Clarence Hotel, we also looked at photos 
of St Martin’s Island, noticing in particular the age of 
the buildings and the higgledy piggledy nature of 
their development. 
   
My inspiration for each workshop came from the 
small ‘discoveries’ that had been made when 
buildings had been refurbished. Fragments of 
drawings uncovered by builders, marking on the 
wooden beams, and a set of bronze Roman House 
Gods that had lain for centuries in the cellar of a 
house on Broadgate. 

At Redhills we chose to use as inspiration, the small 
painting of an Elizabethan gent in doublet and hose, 
a fancy hat with a feather and a hunting hawk on his 
arm. Uncovered on a wall in the top room of what is 
now Laura Ashley (No41 High Street) this ‘Elizabethan 
Selfie’ inspired the children to think about what 

image would best represent them if it was found in 
centuries to come. 

Stoke Canon Primary children looked at the little 
statues of Roman house gods that turned up in the 
cellar at 63 Broadgate. These small bronze ‘penates’ 
or ‘lares’ were placed in an alcove or shrine in the 
corner of the room and brought protection to the 
household. The children made prints of their own 
house gods to protect the things that were important 
to them. We had gods of love, food, pets, music, 
family and even dreams! 

At Exeter College we used the image of the small 
painting discovered between two joists when some 
plasterboard was taken down during a refurbishment 
of a house in St Martin’s Island. The painting is 
thought to be of an angel, and like the Roman House 
Gods was probably put there for protection. The 
students designed prints of their own house / 
guardian angels and turned them into wonderful 
animations. 

At the Library we looked at the actual buildings of St 
Martin’s Island. Everyone designed their own shop 
front selling everything from furniture to wands. 

Tanya Morel 
www.tanyamorel.co.uk

Exeter High Street shop buildings; No 47 in 2018, No’s 41 and 42 in the early 20th century and 2018, and No 53 in 1931 and 2018.
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